How Watermarks
Increase Card Security
Without Added Cost
INTRODUCTION
With ever-increasing security threats, large and small organizations alike are keenly aware
that one of the best ways to protect their people, data and monetary assets is to ensure that
the cards they issue are highly secure. They realize that adding tamper-resistant yet readily
verifiable visual security elements (VSEs) to their cards — will significantly mitigate the risk
of unauthorized access to facilities, prevent fraud and obstruct counterfeiting attempts.
However, due to the cost and complexity of some available visual security options, many
organizations are faced with the following challenges:

-W H I T E P A P E R

•

Budget constraints that make adding high-tech forensic or covert visual security features
to their cards cost-prohibitive

•

Cost to purchase — or lack of skillset to operate — proprietary validation equipment to
verify card authenticity

•

Long lead times or minimum quantity requirements for tooling custom holographic
overlaminates or foil cards

Fortunately, for those seeking easy-to-implement, cost-effective solutions for increasing
card security, the HID® FARGO® DTC1500 card printer includes a built-in watermark feature
— extending the opportunity to vastly increase card security without additional investment.

T H E I M P O R ATA N C E O F V I S UA L S E C U R IT Y
With security concerns ever on the rise, today’s enterprise corporations, healthcare facilities
and small businesses are seeking reliable, scalable and cost-effective solutions for producing
secure ID badges on demand.
Beyond the obvious safeguarding of personnel, forward-thinking organizations consider the
impact if their confidential data should ever be accessed and compromised. Such sensitive
information could include databases, financial systems, customer and/or patient records or
classified documents. The most serious breaches can result in theft of proprietary information
or financial fraud that can cause an organization to sustain irrecoverable losses into the
millions. Given the potential for such losses, it is essential that those that have access to an
organization’s buildings, personnel and systems are known, vetted and easily identifiable with
credentials that cannot easily be duplicated.
For smaller organizations, security breaches can be just as damaging. Beyond employee IDs,
membership cards and those that store cash value or points, like loyalty cards can pose a
serious financial threat if such cards are replicated and used fraudulently.
This is when visual security becomes a critical first line of defense. Visual security
affords the ability to:
•

Easily and readily identify that the person holding an ID card is, in fact,
the legitimate cardholder

•

Validate the authenticity of the card

•

Protect a cardholder’s identity

•

Thwart counterfeiting attempts

WEIGHING THE OPTIONS
Adding more sophisticated, high-tech visual and/or embedded security features can
oftentimes require expensive, proprietary validation equipment that requires a certain skill
set to operate. Alternatively, some may forego such complex security solutions and opt for
holographic overlaminates or foil cards. Although these more overt approaches to card
security are less expensive than covert or forensic security features, they can still be costly.
So, what can be done to increase card security without breaking the bank? The answer
is a custom overlay watermark.

C O S T- E F F E C T I V E
CARD SECURITY
For those seeking
more cost-effective
solutions to increase
card security, selecting
an ID card printer that
includes a built-in
watermark feature
extends the opportunity
to vastly increase
card security without
additional investment.

C U S TO M WAT E R M A R K S:I N C R E A S E D S E C U R IT Y AT N O A D D IT I O N A L C O S T
Smart organizations seeking to increase card security without increasing their cost-percard or the overall total cost of their card issuance programs have discovered that choosing
the right ID card printer can make all the difference. Solutions such as the FARGO® DTC1500
ID card printer from HID Global® come equipped with a built-in custom watermark overlay
function — allowing organizations to apply a reliable and highly secure visual element to
their cards at no additional cost.

Custom Overlay
Watermark
ID Card

Finished Card with Custom Overlay Watermark
This visual security element allows for the application of a customized transparent security
image — such as a logo, symbol or text — to be integrated as a permanent watermark within
the printed card’s overlay panel, making the authenticity of valid cards easy to verify but
virtually impossible to duplicate.
NO LEAD TIMES OR MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITIES REQUIRED
Beyond the incredible cost-savings, another significant advantage of using watermarks over
more technical visual security features, custom holographic overlaminates, or foil cards, is
that they can be created quickly and in-house for immediate use. With other custom visual
security solutions, there is often an eight-to-twelve-week lead time (or longer) from when an
organization places an order to when they receive their customized laminates or cards. Often,
these types of made-to-order products also carry a minimum quantity requirement to justify
custom tooling — putting them out of reach for smaller organizations that typically print cards
in lower volumes.

W AT E R M A R K
BENEFITS:
• Highly secure
• No added cost
• Easy to implement
• Can be created on
demand for immediate
use

H I D FA R G O D T C 1 5 0 0 : A S U P E R I O R S O L U T I O N
Unlike many other card printers on the market today that offer some type of watermark
feature, the DTC1500 does not require additional investment in special consumables such
as print ribbons that incorporate a fluorescent panel. The DTC1500 applies the watermark
directly onto the standard overlay panel of the print ribbon during the normal printing
process.
Another benefit of the DTC1500 watermark feature that sets it apart is that it only applies
custom images. Many other printers on the market include stock watermark imagery.
The drawback to these types of solutions is that because the images are not custom or
proprietary to the individual organizations using them, there is a greater risk of fraudulent
duplication. Anyone with the same ID card printer can apply the same stock image
watermark, thus rendering the ID badge or card inherently less secure. Conversely, the
custom imagery that is applied with the DTC1500 ensures that credentials are truly unique
to the organizations that issue them and cannot be easily replicated.
Applying a watermark using the DTC1500 is also incredibly easy to do. Users simply
create their desired watermark image, save it as bitmap (.bmp) file and upload it to the
printer’s driver so that it can later be accessed and applied during the printing process.
Users also have the option of printing the watermark as a single image or as a repeating
wallpaper image.
SECURITY FROM END-TO-END
The DTC1500 also comes equipped with several other security features for even more
peace of mind:
•

Resin scramble data protection — This unique feature adds an additional layer of
security by scrambling and subsequently concealing any information printed with a
resin panel. Used ribbon panels are rendered indecipherable, safeguarding cardholder
data from fraudulent use.

•

Password protection — User-defined passwords lock down printer access ensuring that
unauthorized personnel cannot use the printer to print fraudulent cards or steal personal
information

•

AES 256 data encryption — Safeguards cardholder data while in transit, guaranteeing
data integrity and authentication between your PC and the printer

From end-to-end, the DTC1500 plays an integral role in the overall security of your card
issuance program.

T H E DT C 1 5 0 0
O F F E R S B U I LT- I N
SECURITY FROM
END-TO-END:
• Custom overlay
watermark
• Resin scramble data
protection
• Password protection
• AES 256 data
encryption

H O W T O D AY ’ S O R G A N I Z AT I O N S B E N E F I T F R O M W AT E R M A R K S
Bolstering credential security is becoming increasingly important for enterprise
corporations, healthcare providers and insurers — and even small businesses. Here, we will
examine how these organizations can benefit from custom watermarks.
E NT E R P R I S E C O R P O R AT I O N S
The primary security concerns of today’s enterprise corporations are keeping employees
safe and protecting company assets from theft, misuse or even corporate espionage.
Knowing who is on site and whether they are authorized to access certain locations within
a company’s walls is paramount.
Adding a customized watermark to corporate-issued credentials provide these
organizations with a cost-effective means to easily recognize and quickly validate ID
authenticity. Beyond that, applying different watermarks to badges for employees versus
those for visitors can further enhance security as they facilitate the ability to readily identify
what onsite locations should be accessible to each of these individuals. As an example,
contractors and visitors should not have access to building locations that house systems,
databases or even file cabinets that contain intellectual property, customer records, or
other company-confidential documents. Being able to easily spot and prevent unauthorized
access to would-be-criminals is a key element of a successful corporate security program.
H E A LT H C A R E
Whether healthcare services are privately managed or run by the government, a top priority
is preventing fraud and/or medical identity theft as well as ensuring the privacy of those
insured. To lessen risk and limit liability, hospitals, clinics, doctors’ offices and pharmacies
often require a picture ID when an insurance or healthcare benefits card is presented.
However, because insurance cards can still be susceptible to counterfeiting, adding a
custom watermark significantly reduces risk.
Custom watermarks also increase the security of medical personnel IDs. Easy-to-identify
yet hard-to-duplicate employee IDs give hospitals, healthcare providers and pharmacies
added peace of mind that the individuals moving about their facilities are authorized to be
there.
SMALL BUSINESSES
Beyond secure employee IDs, small businesses that offer membership and/or loyalty
programs to their customers have additional security concerns with regards to the program
cards they issue. These can include rewards cards, point cards, advantage cards, club
cards and frequent guest cards.
As many of these cards grant cardholders access to clubs, benefits or significant discounts,
it is easy to understand why businesses must be entirely certain that the membership
or loyalty cards they are presented with are authentic. This is especially true for smaller,
privately owned companies that manage and entirely fund their own programs. If a card
were to be replicated and used fraudulently, these businesses could incur significant
financial losses — likely much greater losses than they are able to afford.
Adding a unique watermark makes it much more difficult to create counterfeit cards thus
inherently increasing the security of the overall loyalty program — ensuring program perks
are only being enjoyed by those for which the program was intended.

CONCLUSION
Given the complexities and cost associated with more high-tech, embedded security
features and the expensive, long lead times and quantity requirements of made-to-order
overlaminates or foil cards, customizable watermarks are proving to be a more favorable
alternative for today’s cost-conscious organizations. Watermarks significantly increase card
security but require zero additional investment.
Moreover, card printers that offer additional security features such as operator password and
resin scramble data protection inherently increase the overall security of an organization’s
entire card program.
Designed for enterprise corporations, healthcare facilities and small-to-medium businesses,
the DTC1500 is an ideal solution for highly secure yet surprisingly affordable cards and IDs.
Learn more today at: hidglobal.com/dtc1500 or contact us at: sisales@hidglobal.com
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S E C U R I T Y AT
A FRACTION
OF THE COST
With its multiple
security features and
enhanced capabilities,
the DTC1500 enables
organizations to issue
highly secure yet
surprisingly affordable
cards and IDs.

